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Speech Recognized - The game features an in-game speech recognition system that allows you to
move around and perform other actions without having to continuously use the touchpad to
navigate through the game. Great Level of Detail- All worlds are hand-made, allowing developers to
make the best use of what the powerful HTC Vive and Oculus Rift are capable of, immersing the
player in a living, breathing environment. Natural Locomotion - The game is designed to be played
with natural locomotion, allowing for realistic movement in the world, and being able to interact with
objects on the ground, as well as pick them up and throw them at your enemies. Dynamic Camera -
The game uses unique camera system that only works in virtual reality, moving with the player,
forcing players to look all around when they are moving by holding their arms out. Beautiful
Graphics - The game features an advanced 2.5D and light-field rendering technique that lets you
experience the world with a low poly, yet crisp and detailed look. Complex Combat System - Combat
is one of the main features of the game as it allows for quick and deadly hand-to-hand fights
between two heroes, using swords, axes, bows, shields and magic to defeat their opponents.
Jumping and Bouncing System - Playing in a world where the ground is literally everywhere, and by
simply jumping you can move from place to place, requires the player to be able to jump and
bounce off objects in the virtual environment. Full Controller Support- The game was built for
console users, being controller only, however, since the game is PC-only, there is no way to force
the user to use a gamepad. To accommodate the console players, a optional mode for the game can
be easily added which will simulate the controller input with either the wands or the head tracking
system. Full Inventory Management- All weapons, armor, and inventory items are stored in a central
chest inventory and shown in a full-screen interactive grid. The player can move items around, put
them in a pile or stack them around the world; they are all stored there for you to use in the world.
Hostilities- Control multiple characters at once during battle. Level up and buff your characters until
you can defeat them, or play to the end. Mastery- Collect every NPC, weapon, item and enemy in
the game, increasing your mastery each time. The more you collect, the more powerful you
become. 3D Music

Features Key:

The first adventure and horror game on the PlayStation VR:
A mysterious evil has invaded an ancient town, and it’s up to you to fight against hundreds
of skeletons and undead monsters! This first entry in the LANDMINE/KONG series on PS VR
takes full advantage of roomscale.
Unleash your powerful attacks, powerful combos, and of course, your time-delayed rockets!
An ultra-challenging survival mode to truly test your skills!
A room-scale walkthrough mode that gets you up close to everything.
Interact with the environment, fight against your enemies, and even repair broken
machines!
Content by Indie Developer
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medieval realm of Anaria. You begin your crusade as the Grand Master of the Knights Templar at a
time when the Gods of your realm are at war. Speak with characters and barter with merchants
using your own voice, explore the worlds to find its hidden treasure, choose from swords, bows,
axes, and magic weapons to defeat skilled enemies & epic bosses, and immerse yourself into the
diverse set of interactions the game offers; such as playing fetch with your dog, feeding carrots to
your horse, cooking steaks by the campfire, smelting iron bars in the furnace, using a hammer on
the anvil to fix your sword, or physically spinning the grinding wheel to sharpen it and much more.
Shadow Legend is filled with things to do, discover, and interact with creating a near life-like
adventure for you to immerse yourself in that's only made possible in virtual reality. Key Features
Speech Recognized Merchant & Characters- If you choose, you can use your own voice to interact
with characters in the game and even barter with merchants for lower prices on their goods or for
higher prices when selling your own items. Realistic Inventory System- Everything in Shadow
Legends is collectable and stored in a treasure chest that you carry with you at all times. Physically
use your hands to manage loot, quest items, and weapons all from one central inventory chest.
Combat & Parrying- In close combat with enemies use your sword to parry their strikes and give
yourself opportune times to land an attack of your own. Enemies will block your uncalculated strikes
and make you pay for your ill-timed attacks. Epic Boss Fights- Each boss fight is specifically
designed for VR, has a numerous stages, and will require quickly timed attacks & blocks to bring
your opponent down. Environments- The game has a variety of medieval and gothic world’s that
include castles, cathedrals, crypts, catacombs, and dungeons that make for a very diverse setting.
Movement & Settings- Shadow Legends includes natural locomotion, blink movement, smooth-turn,
snap-turn, and free turning while accommodating both left and right handed players equally. The
Story The story of this world began thousands of years ago, when only two beings existed, Lord
Adaroth and Lady Evelyn, the immortal Gods of Anaria. d41b202975
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PlayStation VR Gameplay Tips and TricksBattles: In Shadow Legends when you encounter an enemy,
you will need to strike with your sword at the lower-left corner of their body. If you attack the enemy
with your sword, they will block your strikes, and if you strike with their sword it is a chance they
can strike back at you. To parry the attacks you can press Triangle. If you parry correctly you will
counter-strike, allowing you to swing your sword at your opponents body in the lower-right corner of
their body. In all combat in Shadow Legends you will need to parry and counter-attack an enemies
strikes to win the fight. If you do not parry and counter-attack your sword swings will be blocked.
You must parry and counter-attack to get through the wave of opponents. Story Battles: Each and
every enemy you come across in Shadow Legends is different in their gameplay and mechanics. In
the story you will need to parry and counter-attack to defeat your enemies. The enemies will come
at you in waves, and if you are slow to parry or counter-attack, then you will die. All enemies in
Shadow Legends have different mechanics, some use a powerful melee attack, some use a lightning
quick strike attack, some use a bow, some use a staff, some use magic, and some use both. You will
need to parry and counter-attack to defeat them all. Sword Attacks: Sword attacks are a quick and
powerful attack used by many enemies. You can use this to defeat enemies when they go for their
melee attack. The strike of the sword is your best opportunity to parry and counter-attack. If you
counter-attack too late you will get punished by an enemy. Sword attacks are your best way to
defeat opponents quickly. Bow Attacks: Bow attacks are another quick and powerful attack used by
many enemies. You can use this to defeat opponents when they go for their melee attack. The strike
of the bow is your best opportunity to parry and counter-attack. If you counter-attack too late you
will get punished by an enemy. Bow attacks are your best way to defeat opponents quickly. Staff
Attacks: Staff attacks are another quick and powerful attack used by many enemies. You can use
this to defeat opponents when they go for their melee attack. The strike of the staff is your best
opportunity to parry and
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What's new:

 - Plot Summary Plot Synopsis I. The Beginning A
mysterious silhouette continues to haunt the skies over
West Coast while all sorts of creatures keep vanishing into
blackness. There's no denying the resemblance of this
silhouette to the concept of a Cyberman - something the
Dr. Madigan once said. Not surprisingly, the world reacts
poorly to this perceived terror - or at least the good folks
of Los Angeles believe it to be so. Of course, they don't
really understand the extent of Cybertech during that
time. This is where humans discover the Legend of
Shadow Legend. II. The Beginning II.1 Whatever it is, it's
bringing forth an even greater power... at least, from the
perspective of a personage called the Shadow Lord - and
his Shadow Machine. But there's nothing to worry about -
except that Shadow Lord is getting assistance from a
strange man whose alternate name is Hozni Yamori.
Suddenly, there's an invasion of the United States! Due to
certain protection schemes set up in place, Dr. Madigan is
the only human capable of spotting these invasion
techniques... but he's nowhere to be found. The Shadow
Lord launches attacks in various major cities around the
U.S., but so far, he's only been able to kill a handful of
people. II.2 To the praise of the Shadow Lord comes the
one who embodies the consciousness of his Overmind,
which he dubs 'Excalibur.' The Overmind is an entity that
can move, think, and feel - just as humans do. How its
thinking is conducted, however, is vastly different -
though the speed at which Excalibur can actually use
those thoughts is slightly faster than a human being.
Furthermore, it's able to multiply those thought energies,
so that it can have a vast array of different and possibly
even unknown powers. Dr. Madigan's research on
Excalibur reveals the shocking truth: the Overmind was
created by human beings, who had their cybernetic body's
cybernetics replaced with cyberneural body parts that
strongly resemble human sensory nerves. II.3 With the
help of Excalibur, they take Doctor Madigan to an area
where humans seem to be hunting for the source of that
silhouette... but he only finds the shadow of a tall
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structure with a helix-shaped head. Just before he
escapes, an eye-opening experience of being part of
Excalibur reveals a new sensation: that of true feelings
like longing and sorrow. He is transported to a
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7 (32-bit & 64-bit), Windows 8 (32-bit & 64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4
GHz or better Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: 16 GB DirectX 9 capable graphics card DirectX: Version
9.0c Hard Drive: 15 GB available space Game Requirements: Windows: Windows XP, Vista or
Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit) Processor: 2.6 Ghz dual
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